
Insight/Out 
by Bill Miller 

   “Your Subconscious is the switch to eliminate a glitch.” 
 

It’s been a busy quarter, with memberships, ministerial renewals, and fund-raising letters to members and friends. We value each 
one’s loving support of this GREAT work, and with your continued support will move forward with our publications, prayers, 
wisdoms, monthly mailings, and the fifth year of our annual lease. 
 
Donations for our end-of-the-year fundraising letters and membership renewals have generated sufficient income to meet our 2020 
operating expenses, but additional monies are necessary for professional services involving our web site, technical support, and 
marketing for publishing and wisdom projects. One of our members suggested we ask our members and friends if they would 
contribute a monthly tithe to the Fellowship to allow us to continue our on-going spiritual work.  
 
Are you interested in an overview of 2020 astrological influences on all of us and our planet? 
 

Overview of 2020 Astrology 
THE SKY’S THE LIMIT! 

“Major planets are lining up for a dance in 2020. It is a powerful and rare occurrence that will strike a new tone for this year and is the 
astrology of the decade. 2020 ushered in on the heels of a solar eclipse (new beginnings) on December 26, 2019, as Jupiter, planet of 
luck and expansion entered Capricorn joining Saturn, Pluto, and the Sun to magnify the already strong pronounced energy there….” 
See end of this Insight/Out for the remainder of the reading. 
 
Member’s comments on our new book, “The Unknown Life of Jesus”: 
“I have finished reading the book, “The Unknown Life of Jesus.” It was fascinating. I will read it again soon. Much of what was 
reported is consistent with information that I’ve gleaned from other historical readings. These confirmatory readings have brought me 
much closer to Jesus. There have been many instances in my life that have enabled me to look at the early days of Christianity with a 
strong belief in the greatness of Jesus as well as other great religious leaders, but this book has enabled me to feel very close to Him 
for the first time in this lifetime. Perhaps at some point I’ll have the opportunity to discuss this in greater detail with you. Thank you 
for all the good work that you do.” L.T. 
 
Our Balboa Press publisher has informed us that our Online booksellers Advertising campaign will run February 1-15, 2020. And the 
Jesus book can be ordered through Amazon and other booksellers during and after that time. 
 
We are moving forward with our ebook publication of Volume 1, “Messages from our Galactic Emissaries,” through our partnership 
with Dennis Nelson President A.D.K. Luk Publications. The Fellowship’s formerly spiral-bound publications are being formatted by 
A.D.K. Publications into an ebook format and will be available this Spring. 
 
We invite you to attend our Wednesday Circle of Light World Prayer by phone. Seventy-five telephone Prayer Circles have been 
broadcast and will continue every Wednesday at 5 p.m. PST/PDT. Our angelic teachers encourage us to “Keep our Light flying and 
flaming, filling all worlds, all people, and our planet Earth.”Join us in this weekly “Light Bath” at 1-605-313-4113, Access code: 
229866. 
 
Sending you Love and Light…. 
 

Are you using the Mantra Prayer of Protection—your spiritual SEAT BELT?! 
 

******* 
 

Overview of 2020 Astrology 
THE SKY’S THE LIMIT! 

 
Major planets are lining up for a dance in 2020. It is a powerful and rare occurrence that will strike a new tone for this year 
and is the astrology of the decade. 2020 ushered in on the heels of a solar eclipse (new beginnings) on December 26, 
2019, as Jupiter, planet of luck and expansion entered Capricorn joining Saturn, Pluto and the Sun to magnify the already 
strong pronounced energy there. Capricorn has been in the spotlight for some time with Saturn and Pluto in close 
proximity all last year.  
 
If you are Capricorn, Aries, Cancer or Libra or have those rising signs you have especially been feeling the effects of this 
for months now. It is an intense energy that is helping redefine Integrity and Commitment (Saturn) in the face of the fear of 
losing Power and Economic expansion (Pluto). All this portends structural change in our 3D reality. I am hopeful light 



workers are receiving a portal to release their work and light into the world. The world will be in a state of rapid change 
2020-2024 and will need the light, love and sacred space light workers create.  
 
Globally, a breakdown and regeneration of power and societal structures and re-evaluation of geopolitical partners is at 
hand. We can see these cycles playing out in world politics but if we pay attention to the clues that arise for us as these 
cycles build, we can recognize our own patterns and places where we need to evolve and where we need to go to 
rejuvenate our world into a better placement. 2020 is a threshold year, we enter a new decade and a new astrological era: 
the way it was vs. the way it will be. This time of dissolution and reemergence of a new society has been predicted for 
some time. It is upon us…we have a choice with each breath, every thought and action. We are called to be courageous, 
take a stand and to do what we can to bring light, love and to channel what we believe.  
 
That’s not all….Mars and Venus are going retrograde, the eclipse season changes from Cancer/ Capricorn (water and 
earth) to Gemini/Sagitarius (Air and fire). In fact we are moving from a receptive/ feminine cycle of emotions and density 
into a year that is more creative, expressive, volatile and quicker. New cycles are beginning making this an opportune 
time to start something new, take a hard look at your life and take a step in a new direction. Each of us has the 
opportunity for luck and talent (Jupiter) to harness our own inner power (Pluto) in our everyday framework (Saturn). The 
structure of our lives can be rejuvenated into a more meaningful existence.  
 
Let’s break the year down: Winter Eclipse season starts the year creating an energetic download that concludes the last 
18 months of Capricorn/Cancer awareness. Pay attention around mid to the end of January for hints about what is to 
come and places in your life that may need change. January 10, 2020 Lunar Eclipse Cancer - completion regarding 
domestic issues, security January 12, 2020 Saturn unites with Pluto in Capricorn a new 34 year cycle for structures, power 
and wealth Spring Venus Rx May 13‐June 25 and THREE eclipses Spring time is packed with energy and planetary focus as 
Venus goes into retrograde in questioning Gemini and the Supermoons occur. The first of 3 meetings between Jupiter and 
Pluto is scheduled. Jupiter‐Pluto meet 3x: a new 12.5 year cycle of power, religion, courts. April 5, 2020, June 30, 2020 and 
November 12, 2020 Jupiter and Pluto accentuate ambition, perseverance and power. Jupiter (Luck and expansion) kisses 
Pluto the transformer expanding Power and Wealth times 3…  
 
This cycle gives us 3 messages, 3 wishes, 3 chances to make the most of our talents. What shapeshifting does your 
talents and beliefs demand. Personally, look for messages about our shadow self, what we need to purge to bring about a 
better self. Be Optimistic create a myth about yourself, travel, sign up for a course! Seize the Day! As Venus moves 
backward in the sky she has us rethinking our relationships and values about beauty, what we desire. When Venus is 
retrograde it is not a good time to change your hair, adjust beauty regiments or redecorate. Reevaluate what your heart 
desires, what makes life worth living, and where you put your money and how you earn it.  
 
With all this focus in Gemini, sign of the twins, an abundance of information, messages, tweets, reports, reporters, gossip, 
merchandise and busy-ness will be the norm. Venus rules money so the stock market may be erratic during this time. 
Women’s and Children’s issues will be a hot topic around June 5 when the first of 3 eclipses shines a bright light on 
education and an outpouring of information occurs. The Supreme Court may be ruling on DACA at this time, a perfect 
example of the planets in play. Whatever happens it will begin the transformation for the future.  
 
June 21, a Solar Eclipse will start a new cycle just as Neptune turns direct, I hope this initiates a new cycle of compassion 
around women, children and all things feminine, the earth and ocean included. A new kinder consciousness is at hand. A 
great time to bless the earth and do rituals for Gaia. July 5, builds to a full Moon Lunar eclipse that has Mercury strong in 
the sky in Cancer. This marks a completion as Americas’s birthday happens. Lunar eclipses are more emotional in nature, 
and often bring an ending or a completion in full view. The Cancer Moon is asking to complete an issue that has been 
demanding attention the last 18 months. Domestic issues regarding children, women and security.  
 
Autumn Mars retrogrades in September 9‐November 14th and gives us a moment to reconsider our actions and impulsive 
acts, individualistic tendencies. Personally, this is a good time to reflect on where we put our attention. Where attention 
goes energy follows…does it bring us to our full potential or are we just wasting our time. Examine your skills of 
cooperation vs. self-ish/lessness. With Mars moving backwards events stall or have difficulty moving forward. Action 
doesn’t go anywhere or is hard to initiate. Don’t give in to frustration, use the time to strategize other ways to proceed. 
When Mars is retrograde it is NOT a good time to start a fight, the one who initiates a fight will be the loser.  
 
November finds feisty Rx Mars in difficult aspect with Capricorn with a hefty lineup of Jupiter Saturn and Pluto pitting 
individuals against the government. The tide changes and when Mars goes direct on the 14th, expect events to be 
energized and swift changes. Kicking it up a notch, it’s eclipse season again in November and December in Gemini and 
Sagitarius… adaptable, truth seeking signs of integration.  
 



December 21, the winter solstice, brings us the new cycle of Jupiter and Saturn in Aquarius aspecting the great awakener 
Uranus that will release some of the tension that built up at the close of the year. This conjunction occurs at 0 degrees of 
Aquarius, a critical degree. The Age of Aquarius is dawning as our reality expands into a more visionary and humanitarian 
outlook. Zero degrees gives a global impact to this aspect, what happens now will affect everyone. This is an eventful 
year with so much energy at the equinoxes and solstices, change is certain. Keep your heart open, be kind and practice 
gratitude….Do good, be good. Happy New Year!  
 
In love and light,  
Linda Nugent  
aquarianbodywork.com 

******* 

 The Unknown Life of Jesus 

Channeled to the Inner Group of a Mystery School 

by Bella Karish D.D. & Wayne Guthrie D.D. 

Softcover 
$14.99 
E-Book 
$6.99 
Softcover 
$14.99 
 
Order at:  https://www.balboapress.com/en/bookstore/bookdetails/800210‐the‐unknown‐life‐of‐jesus 

 
About the Book 

This book presents new channeled insights into the life of Jesus from the perspectives of Mary, Joseph, Judas, 
Peter, Pontius Pilate, Caiaphas and Jesus, Himself. 

 
About the Author 

Wayne Guthrie, D.D. and Bella Karish, D.D., ministers of the Fellowship of Universal Guidance — a mystery 
school — came together as a team in 1960 to channel knowledge and wisdoms from Spirit, presented in this 
book on Jesus, and other books. Dr. Bella Karish functioned as the Sensitive, having the gift of looking into the 



past and being sensitized to specific Teachers within the Spiritual Hierarchy who guided her. Dr. Wayne 
Guthrie utilized his sensitivity, intuition, and knowledge of Spiritual Law as the monitor and mentor. 

 
 

 


